
Microsoft 365 Security Tools

Scale your security and evolve your defenses.
With Microsoft 365 Defender, you can gain the upper hand against sophisticated threats like ransomware and 
nation-state attacks, advance beyond endpoint silos, and put time back in the hands of defenders to prioritize 
risks and elevate your security posture. Powered by the brainpower of Microsoft Threat Experts and their 
increasingly intelligent AI, threats are no match. And when you partner with Tigunia for your Microsoft 365 
needs, you gain the expert insight and dedicated customer service that we are known for.

      Protect your email against spam, malware, and known
          threats with Exchange Online Protection.
      Meets key international, regional, and industry-specific
          standards and terms, with more than 1,000 security and
          privacy controls
      Control who and when someone has access to your business
          information with security groups and custom permissions
      Create password policies that require users to reset their
          passwords after a specified number of days.
      Designed to deliver comprehensive security value at a price
          point that works for your business.

Threat dashboard keeps
you informed

Next-generation protection
that updates automatically

Deploy quickly using 
recommended security policies

Integrated Security Tools Across Devices
Microsoft’s latest iterations of Windows and Office continues the trend of removing the barriers between the 
device and the cloud. With greater connectivity and reliability on the cloud comes a greater number of exploits, 
if users and administrators aren’t careful. This is where Microsoft 365 Defender comes in. Even the smallest 
business can be a target for a cybersecurity attack, so they deserve enterprise-grade endpoint security that is 
both easy-to-use and cost-effective.

Microsoft 365 Defender is deployed across devices and uses automated built-in intelligence to rapidly protect, 
detect, and respond to threats. Its easy setup allows users to leverage a streamlined onboarding process and 
and management experiences that provides actionable insight. You get protection across devices and operating 
systems that proactively guards against threats using human and AI analysis of trillions of signal points. 
Comprehensive, integrated security solutions give you peace of mind so that you can focus on what matters 
most.

Simple on-boarding with right-out-of-the-box security

      Manage Windows Defender on all of your company’s
          endpoints
      Integrate with a variety of single sign-on solutions.
      Extend protection across devices for Windows, macOS,
          Linux, iOS, and Android.
      Guard against dangerous domains that host malicious
          content, and help protect your devices from web threats.
      Identify and manage software vulnerabilities and
          misconfigurations in real time.
      Reinforce and verify the security perimeter for your network.
      Manage Windows Defender on all of your company’s
          endpoints

Microsoft 365 Defender is also available as part of Microsoft 365 Business Premium, a unified solution 
to help protect your business, bringing together best-in-class Office apps, powerful cloud services, and 

comprehensive security.
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